The Role of BEAMing and Digital PCR for Multiplexed Analysis in Molecular Oncology in the Era of Next-Generation Sequencing.
BEAMing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and digital PCR (dPCR) are used for robust and accurate quantification of nucleic acids. These methods are particularly well suited for the identification of very small fractions (<1%) of variant copies such as the presence of mutant genes in a predominantly wild-type background. BEAMing and dPCR are increasingly used in diverse fields including bacteriology, virology, non-invasive prenatal testing, and oncology, in particular for the molecular analysis of liquid biopsies. In this review, we present the principles of BEAMing and dPCR as well as the trends of future technical development, focusing on the possibility of developing multiplexed mutation analysis. Finally, we will discuss why such techniques will remain useful despite the ever-decreasing costs and increased automatization of next-generation sequencing (NGS), using molecular characterization of cancer cells as an example.